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Integration Bee
The SU gave two options: either go via Expense 365 or donate to the SU  
The donation was made to the SU.

The donation has been made and we have receipt of the donation.

@February 
29, 2024

February 29, 2024 220 PM

February 29, 2024 300 PM
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Advertisement of Committee Positions
Ruth has volunteered to copy-paste and post some role descriptions / 
advertisements in the WhatsApp chat (and caption for Instagram).

Someone needs to set up a LinkTree for the BUMS Instagram Account and 
add a link to the committee nominations.

Everyone write a sentence or two about why they enjoy doing the role they 
do.

The deadline for this is around the 10th March so this should be our top 
priority and should be completed this weekend.

Questionnaire
We would like to develop another questionnaire to get general feedback on 
peopleʼs experience in BUMS. The more people we can get to fill this out, 
the better,

Cameron is happy to take this on, and can use the template from last year 
and add some new questions. All society members to suggest questions to 
add. Should be advertised as part of Mattʼs first newsletter.

Socials
Pub Lecture

We have a response from the lecturer Alastair Craw), and he would like 
further guidance on what kind of topic to do for the pub lecture.
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He is suggesting that we do this on a Tuesday. Braley to confirm a time for 
this and (hopefully a topic). Braley will also email Brewhouse to confirm the 
booking.

We need to advertise this hard. Do the same sign-up sheet on the SU in 
order to “sellˮ the tickets. Cameron is happy to set this up to go online 
tomorrow at 1pm.

Yuki will advertise the pub lecture today and make sure it gets pushed to 
WhatsApp as well.

BUMS X ChessSoc
Current status: in communication and ChessSoc are open to collaboration. 
We just want to put a “mathsyˮ spin on it.

Idea 1 Invite the lecturers to be “challengers .ˮ

Work with the ChessSoc to finalise an idea for what to do in this social.

Pub Quiz
Start a page on Notion where we can add questions to a question bank.

Work off of the template featured below (which also contains a question 
bank):

MockUpQuiz.pptm

We would like to do it in a pub such as The Canon (with a microphone and 
powerpoints etc.).

Newsletter
Matt to do the first newsletter soon - to post in chat what the regular day of 
the week for this is.

https://www.notion.so/signed/https%3A%2F%2Fprod-files-secure.s3.us-west-2.amazonaws.com%2Fd25a8eb7-7a17-43af-bc0a-67d48c3aff1e%2Fdc3e4ddf-0937-4e1b-8232-a92e2d3e4b99%2FMockUpQuiz.pptm?table=block&id=d874a85b-4711-4275-b707-a5045fa29df0&spaceId=d25a8eb7-7a17-43af-bc0a-67d48c3aff1e&userId=fdac5784-2dcd-4eba-a41e-db8513aeea04&cache=v2

